TJNT>ER  THE    ABBASED   CAUTHATE	3
with " Saeckelwart", v. Kxemer1 with " Regienings-
kassierer", "Wahrmund2 with " ein guter Geldkenner, ein
geschickter Wechsler ", Amedioz 3 with " treasury receiver ",
D. S. Margoliouth * with " collector", A. Mez 5 with
** Bankier ", and L. Massignon 6 likewise with " banquier ",7
A bearer of this title, jakbadh, is already mentioned in Arab
sources of the time of al-Mansur (754-775).8 But persons so
designated become more frequent only in the tenth century.
This fact is probably connected with the flourishing state of
commerce at this period and the changed basis of its general
economic structure. Towards the end of the ninth century
a change took place in the financial administration of the
'Abbasid empire ; this, as v. Kremer has already pointed out,9
was due to the replacement of the silver (dirham) standard,
hitherto used in Islamic state economy, by the gold (dZnar)
standard. It is noteworthy that in the tax-rolls of the eighth
and ninth centuries10 the revenues of the western provinces
1  Ueber das Einnahmebudgei des Abbasidenreiches, Wien, 1887, p. 8.
 *	Handwoerterbuch der arabischen und deutschen Sprache, Giessen, 1887,
i, p. 464.
 *	Glossary to his edition of Kitab al-tiruzara\ p. 59.   Cf., however, JRAS.
1908, p. 432, "receiving clerk."
4	In his translations of Mislc, and Tan.
5	Die. Renaissance des Islam, Heidelberg, 1922, p. 460.
*	" I/influence de FIslam au moyen age sur la fondation et Fessor des
banques  juives "   (JBvttetin d*Etudes Orientates  de  rinsHttit Frcen$ais de
Damns, 1932).
7 For the translation of this expression by ** banker *' cf. also de Sacy,
Chrestomatie Arabe9 Paris, 1806, ii, p. 330. It is justified by the actual
functions of the jahbadh which we really know only now from the
new sources. The banking function of the jahbadh only developed in
the tenth century from sorting and trading in coins. The evolution,
from money-changer to money-lender and banker is a phenomenon
that has also been observed in other civilizations. Vide M. Weber,
Wirtechaftsgeschichte, Munehen, 1923, p. 226; Handle, d. Staa&rwissen-
schaften, s.v. Bankeni Elulischer, Warenhdndler und Geldausleifaer im
Mtttelatier, Zeitechrift fttr Tolksicirtschaft und Yerwalt-wng, vol. 17 (19O8),
p. 218.
s al-Jahshiyari, op, cit., p. 53a, L 9, 11 ;  p. 63o, L 5.
9	Op. cit., pp. 6 ff.
10	These tax-rolls, upon which A. v. ELremer based t^k study of the financial
adniinistration in his still valuable KuUurgescTiichle des Orients* Wien, 1875,

